In the next theorem we use the following topology for the space S(X) of non empty closed subsets of a compact space X, which is an extension of the Hausdorff metric topology [1] . For open sets U and V of X, let N(U,V) = {A\AeS(X),AaU,An VΦU). Take {N(U,V)\U,V open} for a subbasis for the open sets of S(X). It is known that if X is compact Hausdorff, so is S(X). Proof. Let W be as above, and fix a e W. Since W* Π {y\y < a} is a compact partially ordered space and contains the relatively open set W Π {y\y < a} satisfying the above hypotheses, we may assume that X -{y\y < a} and that W is an open set in X with αe !fc W* = X. Let ^ denote the collection of all closed chains in X with a e C and C n F(W) Φ Π. By Theorem 1, F(W) Φ LJ hence if 2 6 F(W), the elements a and 2 constitute an element of ^ so that r^ Φ Π. and a e C. Let <J? be a maximal tower in ^ and let T = U^ Note that T is a chain containing α, hence by hypothesis (1), Γ* is again a chain. Also it is easily seen that inf T = inf T*. We will show that T* e M s . Let x, y e Γ* with x < y and (x, n)nf=D. Suppose a; = inf Γ; then if inf Γ $ T it follows that TcM(y), hence x e T*<zM(y), a contradiction. Hence # -inf T e T, so there exists 7\ 6 ^f such that x e T λ . Since T λ e M s , there is V e 8 with F* meeting both L(x) Π ?\ and Λ%) Π 2^ Hence F* meets both L(a ) n T* and Mfy) Π Γ*, and it follows that T* e M δ . Therefore we may suppose inf T < x < y, so there exists t 0 with inf T < t Q < x < y, t 0 e T o e ^/Γ Since T Q e M s , it again follows that T* e M 8 , we conclude that C $ M δ . This completes (iii).
For any finite open cover 8, put P δ = Ms Π ^f and let ^ = {P δ }. Note that if P af P β e ^ then there is a finite open cover γ which refines both α and /9, and hence P y c P Λ Π P β . Therefore Γl^5^ D Proof. If S is a group, the result is known [2] , hence we may suppose that u 0 K, where K is the minimal ideal of S [9] . Let E denote the set of idempotents of S, and partially order E by: e < / iff ee fSf. It follows from the compactness of S that Graph (<) is closed in E x E. If there exists an open set W about u such that W d E satisfies (2) of Theorem 2 (taking X = #), then IfnFίlί? also satisfies (2), so there is an arc in V. If for each open set W about u, W Π E fails to satisfy (2), then there exists e e E Π Fίl (S\ίΓ) such that eSe Π # Π V= {β}. Since e $ K, eSe is non-degenerate. Hence eSe is a compact connected semigroup with unit e in which there is an open set containing e but no other idempotent. By a theorem of Mostert and Shields [6] there is a local one-parameter semigroup in eSe Π V and the proof is complete.
A compact connected semigroup with unit may fail to contain an arc which contains the unit. This is illustrated in Example 2 below, and is due to R. P. Hunter (unpublished). EXAMPLE 1. Let R + denote the non-negative reals under addition, and let C by the unit disc in the complex plane: C = {z: \z\ < 1} Let W = {(z, t);z = exp(2τris), t = e~\ s e R + }, and set S = (C x {0}) U W. Then S is a compact connected semigroup with zero and unit, but does not contain a standard thread joining the two. We may describe S by saying it is a two-cell with an arc winding on its boundary. We define multiplication in S as follows: if x, y e S and both cc and y belong to the same S ίy let xy be the product given in S ίt If x e S t and y e Sj with i < i, define xy -yx -as. It is easy to see that S* becomes a compact connected semigroup with zero 0i and unit u. Moreover, no arc in S* contains u. Proof. Note that e < f iff e e fSf defines a partial order on S, and that Graph (<) is closed in S x S. The conclusion is now immediate from Corollary 1.
We conjecture that compactness can be replaced by local compactness in Corollary 4, and further, that a locally compact connected semilattice is arcwise connected.
